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Definition and Inspection

of Profile and Lead 01

"

a Worm Whl,ee,l
lntroduction

Traditionalily, profile and lead

lnspeetions have been irtdispensablepor-

Lions ofa standard inspection of an invo-

lute gear. This also holds true for the
worm of a worm gear drive (Ref. I), But
the inspection of the profile and 'the lead
is rarely performed on a worm wheel.

One of the main reasons is our .nability
to make good definitions of these two
elements (profileend lead) for the worm
wheel. Severn re earchers have pro-
posed methods for profile and. lead
inspections. of a worm wheel using CNC
machines or regular involute measuring

machines. Hu and Pennell mea ured a
worm wheel's profile in an "involute"

section and the lead on the "pitch" cylin-
d r (Ref. 2). This method i applicable ,to

a convolute .helicoid worm drive with a
'crossing angle of 9Q,o becausethe wheel

profile in one of th offset axial planes is

rectilinear. Thi traight profile gener-
ates an involute on the generated worm
wheel. Unfortunately, becau e of the hob
oversize, me crossing angle between the
hob and the worm wheel a:lways deviate

from 90" by the wivel angle. Thu ,'this

Dr..D,onaldilR. H!ouser ,and Dr: XiaagenSu
method can be implemented only

approximately by ignoring the wivel

angle. Another shortcoming of this

method i thai there is only one profile
and one lead on each flank, If the
canned points deviare from this curve, it

produces unreal profile deviation. Ocnue
di cussed profile inspection using a pro-
file checking machine (Ref. 3),

If the swivel angle is not ignored, tile
involute profile used in Reference 2 doe .

not exist. and the profile equation devel-
oped in Reference .3 does not apply.
Thus, profile and lead inspection is 1'101

often performed to qualify a worm
wheel. To verify the compatibility of the
wheel. 'toolh with that of a mating worm,
the wheel is assembled with a master
worm ona te L rig and a roUing test is
performed ,(Ref. 1). The contact pattern
developed by painting the worm is used
to judge the quality. This kind of rolling

lest works well in terms of functionality,
but it doe not give enough quantitative

data to the designer and the .hobbing
machine operator. In other word , the

rolling te l re ults cannot be fully used
for qua:li.ly improvement.

------ - - -- - ---

NOMENCLATURE
E Center distance between the hob/worm axis and the wheel axis while meshing
XI ;; Ixl•Y•• zl.worm surface point vector
~ = [~. Y2' ~IT, wheel tooth surface point vector
m21 The gear ratio (number of worm threads I number of wheel teeth!
n1 = InK!' nJil' n1l, normal vector at a worm surface point
t ;; -P~I'equivalent translation displacement ,of the worm
u Surface parameter on the'worm thread in radial direction
V,1Z The relative velocity between part 1 (hob/worm) and part 2 (wheel) while meshing
a Profile angle ofthe grinder
r Crossing angle between the worm axis and the wheel axis while meshing
~l The worm rotation engle while meshing
8 Surface parameter on the worm thread in circumferential direction
P Screw parameter of the hob/worm, equal to the lead divided by 21t

Z{,

(a f Rotating wonn

-Zf',

IFig. l-TwlI' equiv.·erd meshinll matio I 01 II

wonn IIlIlr dr,iv •.
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In this article. an explicit equation of

the generated wheel tooth is derived. This I
equation applies to any type OJ single
erweloping WOn-II gearing. The ero sing
angle between the hob/worm axis andthe
wheel axis is 1101 limited to 90°. Thus, this
equation can also be used for non-eight-
angle worm gearing. Based on the explicit
tooth equation. profile and leads of a worm
wheel are redefined, The new defin.itions
are comparable to their counterparts of 311

involute gear. There are ,311 infinite number
of profiles (at different "face po iuons")
and leads (at different "diameters"), as
there are on an involute gear. All of the pro-
file and lead curves can be expressed
explicitly and can be readily measured by a
CNC measuring machine, Inspection
examples are given (a CMM is used for the
measurement) to illustrate the application.

! Explicit !Expression of the Generated
IF----""""---;:::==~::; I i Worm \Vheell Tooth

The geometry of a generated worm
wheel is very complex. An explicit equa-

I Lion of the wheel tooth surface has 110t

been found before. The traditional. 'expres-
sion of the generated worm wheel tooth.
as presented in Reference 4, is in the form
of:

wolll1{gear edges
- u lines (contsnl 91
- Dlines [ccntant J..lI

e

tip

(bl Generated gear surface 1 2

Fig!. 3 Multjp'I', IProfile3i and I'eads.

(II worm grimfing setup

z,

(bl worm grinder

Fig..4-Gr,inder for ,ZK-type!oJWOIIII.
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From Figure]. the sam point and its
where Xl = [xl' YI' zif is the urface point normal can 'be expressed in coordinate
vector and nl :::: [n.d, nil' n)T is the corre- system SfI as
pending normal vector of the WOITn thread

X = X (£1,9, 411)

Subject to f(u,8~ 4'1)= 0

The oonstraintf:::: (u,9. 4'1)i the equa-
tion of meshing for cutting. The commonly
used equation of meshing for worm gear dri-
ves was proposed by Litvin (Ref. 5).11 is:

surface in a. coordinate system attached to
the wonn itself (See Fig. 1). The expression
Xl ::::Xl (£1,9) of the worm thread of vari-
ous types of single enveloping worm gear
drives can be found in Reference 5.

Equation 3 has three parameters: u; ()

and ;1" Here u. and 9 are the two urface
parameters of the meshing worm surface

and variable 4'1 i the rneshjng parameter
(the worm rotation angle in this equa-
tion). It is difficult toexplicitly express
any variable among u, (J and 4'1 in terms
of the other two. With this equation of
meshing, each point o.n the wheel tooth is
associated with three variable that are
constrained by the meshing equation (Eg.
3). This brings much inconvenience when
performing surface description and ur-
face computation (Ref. 6).

Our new expres ion for the generated
worm wheel tooth is made possible wilh
II: new equation ofmeshing for worm gear
drives. The new equarion of me hing is
based on an ob ervation that the rotation
of tile worm abou: it); axis IIlQ,}' be kine-
matically reptaced by a transkuion along
irs axis (See Fig. 1b). The relation
between the rotation angle 411 and 'the
translation ,t is

(4)

We will derive the equation of mesh-
ing withthe tran lating meshing motion.
The general equation of meshing for all
types of gearing is

D. "v.,!2",Q
I r

(5)
(l)

(2) where i represents the coordinate sy tern.
For convenience, the fixed coordinate
syslem SfI ( liIown in Fig. Ib) is u ed.

Coordinate sy tern SfI coincides with the
coordinate ystern 51 attached to the
worm when the worm ha zero transla-
tion. In coordinate system SI'

Xl= [xl' Yl' zd'
11) = [1l.d.I1."J' II.Jf

(6)
(7)

XfI= [x)'l'}'n'~].T:::: [xl' Yl' 'I-P4'IY (8)
nfI:::: [fl.ifJ' Ilifl' "dllT:::: (/lXI.llyl' f1z1f (9)

The relative velocity at the meshing
point in coordinate system S'fI is v}l '" v~

2 - d- vfI' an
Vf11::::(0, O. -P4'I'jT
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m21 tfi'lsiny T112I lfJ'ICOSYI
YI Zl - P¢I

~
!
I

I
i

II!,.From equations 5, 9 and :10, we get th

al::~:::::::~::::~ ~,+ E) I
COS'j'l'ly\ + [p/m21 - (Xl + E) sinn n~1 ~ l~) ',I

Thus, the meshing parameter lfJ'j can be
expre sed explicitly by the two surface i

!
parameters, u and B, of the generating ,

I,!(xI + £) cot/fl~'l+ (plm21/smy
- (XII + £» n;:1 + (<:1 - ytcot:n n xl i

!Pi = pnxl (2) i

o

surface as

Through transformations, in the coer-
dinate system 52' attached to the wheel
itself, the generated wheel tooth surface
Xl can be expressed as

X2 = R~[-m21t/lI(u,0)]T/£)Rx(:n
T.(-PtfJl(u. 0»)X1(u, 0)

= Xi(u, ,0) (13)

where X1(u fJ) is the hob/worm thread
surface expressedin the coordinate sys-
tem S I. attached to the bob/worm itself.
The matrix Ti(t) defines a translation of
di tance ,t along axis i, and the matrix
Rj(r) defines a rotation by an angle of r
about axis i.

Inthis way, l~ and ,(J can betreated as
two surface parameters of both the worm
thread surface and the generated wheel
tooth surface. Parameter (J is tne rotation
angle of the screw motion to form the
hob/worm thread, and parameter u may
have different physical meaning for differ-
ent types of worm gearing. Equations ]2
and 13 define a mapping point X I of the
worm, surface into point Xz on the gener-
ated wheel tooth. A pair of line Cu, fJ)
specifies one point on the worm tlu'ead
surface and its corresponding point on the

generated wheel tooth. Fi.gure 2a shows
the u lines and 8 lines on the surface of a
worm thread. Figure 2b shows. the corre-
pending u lines and lHines on the surface

of the wheel tooth generated by this worm,
The explicit expression of ~= ~(!l.

fJ) is significant. It reduces the level of
complexity of the generated worm wheel
tooth surface 10 that of a surface with ana-
Iytical accessibility similar to that avail-
able for involute spur or helical gear teeth.

The same idea can be readily extend-
ed to the analysis of helicon gearing (Ref.
7) and the bobbing process, ]n helicon
gearing, the pinion is actually a wonn,
and its rotation can be replaced by a
translation along its. axis to reduce 'the
complexity of the kinematic analysis.

Definiti.ons of Pf\ofile and Lead
.of a Worm Whee]

As with spur and helical gears, we
desire definitions of profiles and lead
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,and ills mad'e in AMERICA'!

that allow them to be defined at multiple

locations aceess the tooth surface. For an
involute spur/helicaJ gear. the tooth sur-
face can be written as:

X"" X(E:./J (14)

where E is the roll angle and/i.s the face
position parameter, A pair (E, f) deter-
mines a point and its normal 01'1 a certain
tooth flank, The defined profiles and

AfW Systems Co. announces that it is, now a
manufacturing source of spiral gear roughing
and finishing cutters and bodies.

We also can manufacture new spir,sll
cutter bodies in diameters of S' through 12'
at present.

AfW can also supply roughing andlinishing
cutters, hardware and replacement parts for
most 5'-1.2" diameter bodies.

Whether it's service or manufacturing, con-
sider us as an alternative source for replace-
ment parts and hardware as well as bodies
and cutters.
You'll be in tor a pleasant surprise.

NEW! Straight Bevel CuHe,",s.

lead of the involutegear correspond to

the slines and the/lines" respectively. If
the parameter f is fixed at/o' the curve X
= X( E, fo) represents a profile of the gear

at face position /0; if the parameter ,I: is
fixed at EO' tile curve X "" X( Ea, j) repre-
ent a lead of the gear at roll angle Eo.

An equation (B) of the generated
wonn wheel tooth similar to Equation ]4

for the tooth of an involutegear has been
developed:

Royal Oak, 'Michigan 48067
Tel: (248) 544·3852. Fax: (248) :544-3922
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~ = Xl. (14, fJ) (15)
Here. we define the profiles and the

leads of a worm wheel in a format similar

to that used for an involute gear. From
Equation ]5, if the parameter 9 is fixed at

90, the curve ~ = ~ (14, 90) traced out. by
changing u is defined as II profile of the

worm wheel tooth; ifthe parameter u is
fixed at /,10' the curve ~ = Xz (140, fJ)
traced out by changing e is defined as a
lead ..The profiles and the leads defined ill

this way nave explicit. mathematical
expressions, so the profiles and the leads
can be proyammedand mea ured with
CNC mea uring machines.

The profile defined by X2.'(u, (0) is
not. aplanar curve. It. runs across the
loath surface from the root area to the tip
area, and this profile is called a profile at
parameter 90, The lead defined by X2(uO'

fJ) does not lie on one cylindrical sur-

face. It runs across the tooth surface
from one edge to the other. and this lead
is called a lead at parameter "0' There
are an infini.te number of profiles and!
leads on each flank (Fig, 3). Any surface
point is the intersection between at pro-
file and a lead, and there is one profile

and one Lead passing through the pitch
point of the worm wheel.

Take ZK-type of worm gearing as an

example. A ZK-type of wonn is ground
by a biccnical grinder (Ref. 5), as shown
in Figure 4. Parameter 11 is the distance
from the apex. ofthe cone to a point on

me grimier profile ..The u lines (profiles)

and the e lines (leads) on the hob/worm
thread and the generated worm wheel are

plotted as in Figure 2. In this case, the
bob/worm profile is not the axial section
of the .11Ob/wonn thread. 1l is the tangency

line between thehob/wonn grinder and
the hob/worm thread. The hob/worm lead

is the helix line. Because of the one-to-

one mapping of points on the hob/worm
thread [0 tile points on the worm. wheel

tooth defined by Equation 13,. a
hob/worm profile generates a wheel pro-

file" and a hob/worm .. leadgenerates a
wonn wheel lead. Obviously, the profile
deviation and the .Iead deviation mea-

sured all the whee] directly reflectthe

errors of the hob and the hobbiiog set-
tings. Thus, the inspectien results can be
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more efficiently used for later quality
improvement.

Figure 5 shows the profiles (.£1 lines)
and the leads (,0 line-s) of a ZA-type of
worm gearing. In this case, the
hob/worm profile is the axial section of
the hob/worm thread, and the physical
meaning of the parameter Ii is shown in
Figure 6.

Inspection of P~o6i1e.
Lead and Topograpby

The profiles and leads defined above
have explicit equations, and a CNC mea-
suring machine can be programmed to
follow a profile/lead trace. For the pur-
pose of inspection, the measured traces
are compared with their theoretical posi-
tion to produce the deviation charts. The
deviation chart of the profile X2(u, (0) is
plotted against the parameter u, and the
deviation chart of the lead ~(uo' e) is
plotted against the parameter 9.

There are two ways to perform the
inspection of a wheel First, the worm
wheel can be inspected against the mesh-
ing process (the worm design and the
meshing setup). The actual wheel tooth
surface is compared with a virtual wheel,
which is conjugate to the worm part.
Large surface deviations are expected
because of the difference between the
hob and the worm. The deviation of the

positions" and leads at different "diame-
ters .." Two different presentations can be
used: the chart is plotted over a grid of
parameter-s x parameter-Per plotted over
a grid of radius x face position.
Example of Worm Wheel Inspection

A 30-tooth, ZK-type worm wheel
was inspected. The measured wheel tooth
was compared with a virtual wheel tooth
conjugate to the mating worm. Figure 7
shows profile traces for both sides offour
separate teeth. The inspected teeth are the
l ", 81b, 16th and 23rdones. The root relief
shows up dearly, but the left flank has
less tip relief than the right flank. A pos-
sible reason for this is nonsymmetry of
the hob grinder, but it may corne from
totally different aspects, such as an orien-
tation error of the wheel.

Figure 8 shows lead traces for both
sides of the same four teeth. The end
relief introduced by hob oversize is con-
siderable. With the decrease of hob over-
size, the amount of the end relief is
expected to decrease. The swivel angle
adopted for wheel hobbing has a direct
impact on the slope of the lead ..The accu-
racy of the middle face position may
affect the slope of the lead trace. This
accuracy is discussed in the next section.

Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the mul-
tiple profile and lead traces of one tooth

profile tellsthe amount of tip relief and of the same wheel, The profile traces
root relief, while the deviation of the lead
reveals end relief introduced by 'the hob
oversize. Second, the wheel can be
inspected against the hobbing process
(the hob design and the bobbing setup).
The deviation caused by the difference
between the 1I0b and the wonn part will
not show up as surface deviation.
Because the hob shape changes due to.
resharpening and/or wear, the design
dimensions of the hob are used. The
measured deviation would nOW reveal
the difference introduced by the decrease
of the hob oversize. Very likely, the lead
lias a negative crowning rather than pos-
itive. This inspection may give a good
idea all how the resharpening process
affects the worm wheel surface.

A topographical chart call be
obtained if a grid is made of points
formed by profiles at different "face

(a IWorm su ria ce

• . worm/gea r edges
- u lines
- 81ines

Fig. 5-Profiles lulines) and leads (ennes) of 81

ZA worm wheel.

modification x.,
amount

were measured at three different 0 values Fig.I6-AxlalsectioD ,ofZA..tyliB of WOmt

("face posi.tiol1s"),and the leads were
measured attltree different u values
("diameters"). Different profile/lead
traces may have different numbers of
recorded points when the same increment
of ufO' is used for the measurements
because of the shape of the wheel tooth
and the distortion of the mapping defined
by Equation 13. As in the case of an invo-
lute gear inspection, the profile/lead
traces on the same tooth. at different loca-
tions should follow the same shape. III
ourinspection, it is found that the lead
traces are quite similar to each other,
while the profile traces differ from one
another. We believe this is due to cutting
scallops, These scallops create waviness
on a profile trace, and the waviness shows
up with different phases at different
inspection positions. The effect of the

., " ..pIi"""""u{tMll

Ifg a i4
p:liflllnwt«u(fI"IM)

Fig. 7....Jprofiletraces of four wheel tletllat ~mid'·
die face position. ~
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Figl• ,B-Lead traces of lou r whee'l teeth at "pitch
diameter," -

Fig. 9-ihrell profile traces of one tooth at three
different "face positions.,'"

Fig,. 10- Three lead traces of one tooth at three
different "diameters:
22 GEAR TECHNOLOGY

scallops on the lead traces is not as large
as that on the profile traces partly because
the scallops run along the lead direction.

Figure 11 shows the topographical
chart of the left flank of the first tooth. In
total, 936 points were measured. The
points are the intersection points between
40 leads (elines) and 30 profiles (slines).
In Figure l Ia.the topographical deviation
is plotted over a u x e grid, and in Figure
llb, the topographical deviation is plot-
ted on a R x F grid. (R is the radius of the
measured point, and F is its face posi-
tion.) In Figure llb, the points with a
deviation of -0.0254 mm are also drawn.
The shape formed by these points can be
related to the contact pattern.

Measurement Reference Frame
One very important issue for the mea-

surement and inspection of a worm wheel
is the establishment of the reference
frame. There are four types of reference
misalignments: eccentricity, wobble, the

,E 0.05
E 0

'; -0.05
.g 1..
.~
-c

-3

-3.5

35 -4
parameter e {radian)parameter ulrnm)

lal Worm wheel topographical chan lu X e grid)

points with -O.n254 mm deviation
from the highe st point

radial distance (mm) Face position (mm)
(a] Worm wheel topographical chart Ir X f gide)

fig. 11-Topog.raphical 'inspection of II worm
whee'! tooth: .

Fig. 12-8oHom land surface of revolution_

middle face datum and the orientation of
the teeth. Each of these misalignments
affects the inspection results. As usual,
the Z axis of the bore (or the shaft) is used
as the wheel axis. To define the middle
face datum, one end face position can be
used, and the distance from the middle
face datum to this end face must be strict-
ly controlled during hobbing. The orien-
tation of the wheel can be defined by a
center direction of a tooth or the center
direction of a tooth space. This can only
be achieved by measuring points on two
tooth flanks.

The effect of eccentricity and wobble
on profile and lead inspection is similar to
that of the inspection of an involute gear. A
middle face datum misalignment intro-
duces slopes on lead traces; the leads of
the left side and the right side of one tooth
tilt in different directions. The wheel ori-
entation misalignment introduces slopes of
profile traces, and the slopes of the left
profile and the right profile have different
directions ..

To achieve a good middle face datum,
the authors used the measurement data. of
the bottom land surface of revolution (see
Fig .. 12). The bottom land surface of rev-
olution consists of all of the bottom lands
between two consecutive teeth ..Its shape
is determined by three parameters: the
bobbing center distance, the radius of the
top cylinder of the hob and the amount of
the swivel angle. This surface of revolu-
tion is symmetrical to the wheel's middle
face position. If this surface is measured,
surface fitting produces a very good mid-
dle face datum. There are two restrictions
to apply this method: (1) the top blade of
the hob must be straight; (2) the bottom
land surface must be large enough for
probe access.

Sununary
In this article, we have presented new

definitions of profiles and leads of a
worm wheel based on an explicit equa-
tion of the generated wheel tooth surface.
The new definitions are comparable to
their counterparts of an involute gear.
Then, the inspection of profile, lead and
topography is discussed. Two methods of
inspecting profiles and leads are pro-
posed, and an. inspection example of a
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ZK-type worm wheel is given. The proce-
dure to define a good reference frame for
worm wheel inspection is also discussed,
The explicitequation of'the generated.
wheel tooth surface derived i..11 this article
applies to both right-axis and non-right-
angle worm gearing. 0
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